
6 Key Points for Writing

IDEA: a clear message and story. Good writing 
shows, it does not tell.

ORGANISATION: There is a beginning and an 
end.



WORD CHOICE: Use words that describe 

people, places, things and actions very well. 

Great words paint a picture.

SENTENCE FLUENCY: Sentences have rhythm 

just like music. Writing with long and short 

sentences is one way to create rhythm.



VOICE: The writing shows a little bit about you. 
There is a person writing, not a robot. There is 
feeling, humor, personality.

CONVENTIONS: The mechanics of writing, 

which includes  spelling, punctuation, 

capitalization, grammar and paragraphing.



Warm-up- Ender’s Game 

Video/Adjective activity

Descriptive Paragraph

P154-155

P156-157

P158



Let’s Brainstorm…”The Best 
Chocolate Chip Cookie”



Use your 5 senses as a guide…

1. What does it look like? Colour, shape, 

reflectivity

2. What does it feel like? Texture, weight

3. What does it smell like?

4. What does it taste like?

5. Any special features?



UNIT 8- This worksheet has one short paragraph. It describes 

a person’s experience on the subway. The writing gives the 

reader a good picture of the what we can hear, see and smell 

in a subway. Read the story. Look closely at the verbs the writer 

uses to help us understand the place. It is a good example of 

an old writing rule: don’t tell me about the subway, 

show me the subway with words. BTW, what are the 

five  human senses?

http://www.eslwriting.org/wp-content/subway-senses-para.pdf


Now it’s your turn to write. You will write a one 

paragraph story.

1. Choose a place which has many different 

senses.

2. Brainstorm a list of verbs, nouns and adjectives.

3. Start writing one paragraph.

4. Read, edit and rewrite.



Original Student Writing: Descriptive 
Paragraph

Page 178 Activity 16 - Follow the directions

Page 179 Additional Topics For Writing: 
Choose a topic (from 1-5)


